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BASIC CLIMBING - CLASS #5 
GLACIER TRAVEL & CREVASSE RESCUE 

GLACIER TRAVEL & CREVASSE RESCUE 
OVERVIEW 
Glacier travel employs all the techniques used in snow travel with one major addition.  Glaciers have 
crevasses, which are vertical ice caves (like trenches).  They are very definitely hazardous and ready to trap 
the careless climber.  There are generally many more crevasses in a glacier than you can see.  The hidden 
snow covered crevasses can be a problem.  If the snow covering is deep and strong you will walk right over 
the crevasse and never know it.  Sometimes a visible crevasse will be bridged by snow (snow bridge) if 
strong enough climbers can safely walk across.  The real hazard is a crevasse with a weak covering of snow 
that will not support a climber’s weight.  It is not always the lead climber that will break through, it may be 
the second or third or even the next rope team.  That’s why it is important to ALWAYS ROPE-UP WHEN 
TRAVELING ON A GLACIER and keep the rope fully extended.  Three or four climbers per rope and at 
least two teams to perform rescue procedures is the safest combination. Prusik slings are attached to the 
climbing rope when roping up.  While on the glacier, scan with awareness for any evidence of crevasses as 
you move.  Expect them.  Belay, or be prepared to arrest, when moving a team over snow bridges.  Don’t 
vary from successful passages.  Know how to rescue and be equipped to rescue in several ways. 
The Crevasse Rescue Ground School and Snow 2 field trips will provide practice in crevasse rescue.   

WHAT TO EXPECT ON A GLACIER CLIMB 
For those of you who are not already familiar with glacier climbs and climbing technique, the following is a 
general outline of what to expect and what is expected of you on your Basic Glacier climb, and some of the 
reasons it’s done the way it’s done. 
Perspective: 
Keep in mind that glaciated peaks, at least those you can get credit for climbing, are big (i.e. Mount 
Rainier, Mount Baker, Mount Adams, Glacier Peak) or if not big, at least modestly remote.  The point here 
is your glacier climb is not quick and easy, nearly all taking a minimum of two days.  Some climbs take 
three days, and Mount Olympus takes three to four days. 

Class  5 Topics 

Glacier Travel

Crevasse Rescue

What to Expect on a Glacier Climbs

Field Trip Leader Q & A (Field Trips 6 & 7)

Assigned Reading (complete prior to Class #5)

The Freedom of the Hills 
Glacier Travel & Crevasse Rescue ……………… Ch 18 

Basic Climbing Course Manual 
     All Class #5 Material 

Additional Resources 
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The Climb: 
You now know that when you set out on your first glacier climb, it will be a two day (possibly longer 
depending on the peak) excursion.  Overall your glacier climb is a complex event.  Each member of the 
climbing party must plan and organize carefully.  Details count.  If you forget an equipment item, you can 
spoil the trip for yourself and possibly others.  You will carry all of your food, shelter, and equipment on 
your back (plus the rope), and once you’re at the trail head, it’s too late to remember something important.  
The following is a breakdown of events involved in planning for and making a typical glacier climb. 
The Pre-Climb: 
The pre-climb is the planning meeting for the climb usually held the week before the climb.  Many leaders 
will communicate completely through email. The leader will have done some route planning, evaluated 
equipment requirements, and has at least a rough time table worked out.  He/she will also have guidance for 
the party on various policies for that climb.  Leaders vary in how they plan their climbs.  Some go into 
great detail and others are more general in their approach.  YOUR JOB in preparing for the pre-climb is to 
do your planning as far as you can, go over your equipment status, identify concerns you have about the 
climb, and be ready with a list of questions.  IMPORTANT: If you have a health problem such as bee sting 
allergy, asthma, diabetes, etc., the leader needs to know! 
 When You Leave The Pre-climb You Should Know The Following: 

1. Who is in the party? What is the climb route? 
2. The equipment you must have for the climb and what group gear you are to bring. 
3. Meeting times and locations for car pooling to the trail head. 
4. The leader’s rules and expectations for the climbing party. 
5. Whom you will be tenting and sharing a stove with. 
6. Answers to any other questions you may have. 

The Night Before: 
This is normally a stressful experience, at least for your first glacier climb.  Your equipment will not fit in 
the pack, and when you finally get it all in, you can’t lift it.  Don’t give up, persevere and it will work out.  
You can avoid some of this by a few practice sessions a day or two in advance. 
The Trailhead: 
Be ready when you get there.  Don’t leave half of your packing to be done at the trail head.  The leader will 
have some last minute instructions and equipment checks to see that everything is OK.  As a student you 
will have the honor of carrying a rope and possibly other group gear.  Sharing the carrying is normal.  If 
you carry it in, someone else should carry it out. 
The Approach: 
The approach is the hike from the trail head to base camp.  Approaches are always up hill with a full pack.  
If you did not fully heed the conditioning information, you will pay a price.  Typically, approaches cover 
some distance and several thousand feet of elevation gain.  They can include trails, off trail scrambling, 
snow fields and, in some cases, some roped travel on glaciers.  You can’t waste time on the approach.  The 
leader will want to arrive at base camp early enough to get set up and prepare for the next day’s climb. 

Base Camp: 
Arrival at base camp marks the end of the approach.  You will probably be tired and feet sore, but 
remember this is not a guided tour.  Don’t wait for the leader to tell you every detail.  You’re expected to 
know that at base camp tents must be pitched, and stoves set up to melt snow for drinking water and 
cooking.  If you get done early help others get set up.  At some point the climb leader will either call a 
meeting or come around and make rope team assignments, confirm wake up and departure times for the 
next morning, and provide any final instructions.  If you have questions or problems talk to the climb 
leader, particularly if it’s something concerning you about your fitness for the next day’s climb.  More than 
likely your rope team leader will have you and the others on the rope lay out the rope, mark the tie-in spots 
and tie-on your prusiks in preparation for the next morning.  When you get into your sleeping bag for the 
night you should know or have done the following: 
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1. Wake up time and departure time 
2. Your water bottles are full 
3. Your head lamp is ready on helmet 
4. Your harness and chest sling are ready 
5. Your summit pack is ready 

6. Your crampons fit your boots and you 
know how to put them on 

7. Your breakfast is ready for quick 
preparation 

8. You know what rope team you’re on and 
your tie-in position 

If you have all of the above in hand, you’re pretty well set.  If not, don’t go to bed until it’s done.  Also note 
that if you tend to be slow, it’s your responsibility to get up a little earlier to make sure you’re ready on 
time. 

Summit Day: 
Summit day starts early.  Normally, wake up time is between midnight and 3 AM, with departure an hour to 
one and half hours later.  Why so early you ask? There are several reasons.  The primary one is SAFETY.  
It’s safer to travel on a glacier in the early hours when the snow is frozen.  Snow bridges are stronger, and 
there is less chance of snow/ice or rock fall from higher on the mountain.  Second, avalanche hazards 
increase on the higher peaks after late morning.  Third, it is easier and faster to walk on a hard snow 
surface.  Fourth, on summit day you start from base camp, summit, return to base camp, pack up, and hike 
out to the trail head.  It’s a long day!  A few notes on summit day events: 

1. Wake Up On Time: When its wake up time you will feel lousy and feel like you didn’t sleep 
at all. 

 DON’T WORRY THIS IS NORMAL.  Get up and get moving! 
2. Departure Time: Waste no time! Your goal is to have you and your gear ready and be tied-

on at your spot on the rope at departure time.   
3. Summit: Remember when you reach the summit, the climb is only HALF done.  Depending 

on the leader and prevailing conditions, your stay at the top may be brief or last awhile.  The 
leader will let you know.  On the way down use caution.  Stay alert.  More accidents occur on 
the descent than going up. 

4. Return To The Trailhead: Have a change of clean dry clothes at the car.  It will make the 
trip home much more pleasant for you and those in the car with you.  Remember, you have 
been in these clothes ALL day, or longer! 
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Basic Climbing Course - Class #5 Study Guide 
Glacier Travel and Crevasse Rescue 
1. Explain what type(s) of additional equipment you carry on a glacier climb. 

2. Explain the first rule of safe glacier travel. 

3. Describe how to tie into a three-person, four-person and two-person rope. 

4. Explain the term “rope management” as related to glacier travel. 

5. List the important tips for detecting crevasses. 

6. Explain the purpose of snow probing as related to glacier travel. 

7. Describe several ways to cross a crevasse field. 

8. List the steps in a successful rescue beginning with the moment a fall is stopped. 

9. Describe the 3 methods used to haul a victim out of a crevasse. -- Identify the pros and cons of each. 

10. Identify the components of the z-pulley system. 

11. Describe how to prevent the rope from entrenching on the lip of a crevasse. 

12. Explain what to do if the middle person on a rope team falls in a crevasse. 

13. Name 4 common glacier hazards. 

a. b.  

c. d.  

14. List 3 different types of snow anchors and describe how they are constructed. 

a.  

b.  

c.   

15. List two type of avalanche. 

a. b.  

16. Why should you not lean in towards the slope when climbing on steep snow? 

17. When traveling roped on snow, what should all climbers do when they hear someone shout 
“FALLING”? 

18. Describe how to tie into a rope in a three-person rope team.  
a. Leader b. Middle person c. End person  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19. List the important tips for detecting crevasses. 

20. List the 3 methods used to haul a victim out of a crevasse and the pros and cons of each. 

a.

b.

c.

21. True or False.  On a clear, cold night, the temperature will be colder on a ridge top than in a 
valley. 

22. What does steadily falling barometric pressure indicate? 
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CREVASSE RESCUE 

CREVASSE RESCUE PROCEDURE  
Crevasse rescue can involve many different scenarios.  During this field trip we cannot practice all the possible 
variations because of time limitations.  In each scenario, the team will set up, implement, and be evaluated on the Z-
pulley method for rescue.  We will also demonstrate the use of a C-pulley set up using a separate rope teams climbing 
rope. 
The following describes the step by step procedure for performing the Crevasse Rescue operation on this field trip 
using the Z-PULLEY system with one three-person rope team.  The narrative describes the process and actions 
required.  This information is depicted in the figures shown on the pages following the narrative. 
Note: The party may have limited gear available to conduct the rescue.  Runners can be girth hitched to the pickets 
used for the anchors to free up carabiners for other use during the rescue.   
Note: It is important that the middle climber B tie into the MIDDLE of the rope.  Keep track of the midpoint of rope!! 
1.  INITIAL FALL 
   ROPE TEAM ARREST    

Climber A has fallen into a crevasse.  Climbers B and C have immediately gone into ice axe arrest and arrested 
the fall with their feet entrenched against the direction of pull and the rope to the victim taut. 
Note to the victim – Climber A: If you are climber A in the crevasse you can choose to clip the rope through 
your chest harness before entering the crevasse to keep you upright and your ice axe leash on your wrist (see the 
discussion on ice axe leash in the Freedom of the Hills, pg 333) and be sure you have your pack sling/perlon or a 
short sling girth hitched to your pack.  Be sure your gear, harness, and tie in are checked out by a teammate 
and/or instructor before entering the crevasse.  Wear something that will keep you dry and warm as you 
will be in at least ½ hour or more with ice water dripping down.  Before approaching the crevasse lip or 
descending, check to be sure your belayer has you on belay (use climbing commands).  After descending 
(falling), you will clip the short sling from your pack onto the climbing rope between the seat harness and your 
prusiks, remove your pack, and carefully let it be suspended by this sling from the rope.  Clip your ice axe to your 
harness and let it dangle.  Then proceed to set up your Texas Prusiks.  Do not start to climb with your Texas 
Prusiks until you are told the rope is anchored then climb a few feet up the rope while awaiting rescue. If you 
elected to clip into the chest harness unclip when near the lip of the crevasse during rescue to safely negotiate 
yourself across the top. 

2.  FIRST STEP 
   SET UP ANCHORS, ATTACH AND SECURE THE ROPE TO THE VICTIM   

Note:  THIS IS DONE IN ANY CREVASSE RESCUE SCENARIO. 
a) SET UP INITIAL ANCHOR 

1) Climber C (end-person) communicates with 
Climber B (mid-person) that he/she intends to 
slowly transfer the load of Climber A (the fallen 
climber) to Climber B  to see if Climber B can hold 
the load alone. 

2) If Climber B can hold the load, Climber C self 
belays him/herself on the rope to Climber B by 
using his/her seat harness prusik sling (which is 
already tied into the rope).  Climber C continues 
probing for hidden crevasses with their ice axe, 
prepared to arrest if Climber B needs help. 

3) Climber C then probes the area around climber B to 
detect any hidden crevasses and then proceeds to 
establish an initial anchor between climber B and 
the fallen climber.  Choose a spot near the rope to 
the victim, about 5 to 10 feet from Climber B, 
toward the victim.  Climber C drives his/her picket 
in the slope at an angle of 15 to 20 degrees back 
from perpendicular to the slope, away from the direction of pull, to establish this initial anchor.  A short or 
single webbing sling is attached to the picket at the snow line with a locking carabiner or girth hitch.  Next a 
Prusik hitch is tied to the climbing rope leading to the fallen Climber A using a short perlon sling and non-
locking carabiner.  The loop from the Prusik hitch is clipped into the webbing from the anchor sling using the 
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non-locking carabiner.  The carabiner should have the gate facing up and away from the Prusik.  Slide the 
Prusik hitch away from the anchor until tight to the anchor. 

 Note: A picket for the initial anchor is preferred.  If no picket is available an ice axe can be used to establish 
this initial anchor.  However, using an ice axe precludes C (and ultimately B’s) ability to self-arrest if the 
anchor fails. 

4) Climber C guards this anchor by placing his/her uphill boot on the top of the anchor picket and takes a wide 
stance with the other boot toward fallen Climber A.  

5) Climber C, communicating with Climber B, tells initial anchor is in place; and Climber B slowly transfers the 
load of the fallen climber to the anchor.  If the anchor holds, Climber B then stands up, clips into the anchor 
sling with his/her personal anchor/sling and takes over guarding the anchor by facing Climber C, placing one 
boot on the short/single sling between the anchor and the anchor carabiner and takes a wide stance with the 
other boot toward the fallen Climber A.  Climber B MUST then guard this anchor until the rescue is 
complete.  If the anchor fails the whole rope team can be pulled into the crevasse.  Climber B holds his/her 
ice axe in a ready to arrest position. 

6) Climber C places his/her rescue pulley on the now unweighted bight of climbing rope between Climber B 
and the Prusik and uses a locking carabiner to clip the rescue pulley to the anchor carabiner.  It is easier to put 
the pulley on now, even though the team may decide to do a direct pull or C-pulley. 

7) Climber C then takes a bight of rope between Climber B and the pulley, ties a figure 8 loop and clips it into 
the pulley’s carabiner.  This is a backup, in case the Prusik slips. 

b)  SET UP BACK-UP DEADMAN ANCHOR 
1) While Climber B continues to guard the initial anchor, Climber C sets up the Main anchor, a deadman.  This 

anchor must be strong enough to hold the full weight of the fallen Climber A for long periods and possibly 
the climbing party. 

2) Climber B and Climber C collaborate on equipment. Climber C needs another picket, double runner, 2 
locking carabiners, 2 oval carabiners, a pulley, a leader tie off sling, and a shovel. 

 Note: Every rope team on a glacier climb should carry at least one shovel. 
3) Climber C attaches a double runner with a locking carabiner clipping thru both the tie off loop from the 

prusik and rescue pulley carabiner.  An additional double or single runner is attached, extending them both, to 
help locate the position of the main anchor.  The webbing, attaching the main anchor to the initial anchor 
carabiner, should not have any slack when attached to the main anchor. 

4) The main anchor should be further away from the crevasse than the initial anchor and as much as possible 
inline with the direction of force from the fallen climber (also at no more than a 30-degree angle to the initial 
anchor). 

5) Note: In well consolidated snow, the best main anchor is a deadman 
made with a picket. Using an ice axe, dig a pit perpendicular to the 
direction of pull and lay in the picket with a runner attached (girth 
hitched or with a carabiner to the center hole on the picket).  You may 
either tie or girth hitch a sling (single and double or double), to the 
middle hole of the picket.  Extend out the runner in a channel toward the 
initial anchor.  The deadman picket should be located so the double 
runner attaches to the prusik and pulley carabiner location.  There should 
be no slack in the system.  Cover the deadman and stomp the snow 
securely. 

6) DO NOT GIRTH HITCH AROUND THE ENTIRE PICKET AS 
SHOWN IN THE FIGURE TO THE RIGHT, ONLY GIRTH HITCH 
THROUGH THE HOLE.  A GIRTH HITCH AROUND THE ENTIRE 
PICKET MAY CAUSE THE FINS TO COLLAPSE UNDER LOAD 
AND POSSIBLY CAUSE THE ANCHOR TO FAIL. 
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3.  SECOND STEP 
  EVALUATE VICTIM & SITUATION; DEVISE A PLAN FOR RESCUE 

a) Once the Main anchor is in place Climber B (mid-person) anchors to the main anchor with a personal anchor, 
then unties from the rope to free it for use in the rescue. Climber B continues to guard the initial anchor. 

b) Climber C (end-person) then makes sure his harness prusik attached to the climbing rope is positioned such 
that he/she is taut to the anchor and proceeds to self-belay himself/herself to the lip of the crevasse by sliding 
the prusik knot along the rope while probing with an ice axe for hidden crevasses. 

c) At the edge of the crevasse, Climber C further determines the status of the fallen Climber A, evaluates his/her 
condition, and determines whether he/she will be able to help with rescue (assure the victim they are being 
rescued). 

d) Climber C also evaluates the condition of the rope leading into the crevasse to the victim as to the extent it is 
dug into the lip of the crevasse (entrenchment). 

e) Based on the evaluation and the resources available, this is the time in a REAL Crevasse Rescue to make a 
choice of rescue methods: Direct Pull vs. “C” pulley (“single rope” or “double rope” set-up) vs. “Z” pulley.   

- The Direct Pull method is preferred, as no additional setup is required.  However, a second team is 
required to provide pulling power.   

- A “C” pulley will be required if the victim’s rope is severely entrenched.  A “single rope” or a “double 
rope” system may be employed to overcome the entrenchment.  (Normally the victim must be 
conscious and able to clip a carabiner to their harness to use the “C” Pulley.)  The “single rope” system 
is set-up using the victim’s rope.  If there is not enough rope to reach the victim, the “Z” pulley should 
be used to bring the victim to the crevasse edge, and then the “C” pulley should be placed to overcome 
the rope entrenchment.  A “double rope” setup may also be used.  This requires the use of a second 
team’s rope to reach the victim.  (See the complete setup narrative under “Single or C-Pulley System 
Double rope set-up”)   

- Both the “single” and “double rope” setups require a second team to provide pulling power. 
f) For the purposes of this field trip the plan of choice will be the single rope team Z-Pulley rescue.  

Everyone must demonstrate his/her proficiency at each role of the Z-pulley method.  We will also set up and 
perform the Single pulley (AKA “C” pulley) rescue. 

g) Climber C pads the rescue rope leading to the victim to prevent it from digging any further into the snow by 
placing an ice axe under the rope, as close to the edge as possible.  Drive the pick into the snow (adze up and 
to downhill side to prevent rope from slipping off).  This ice axe is anchored by putting a carabiner on a sling 
girth-hitched to the ice axe (or the leash) and burying the carabiner and some of the sling in a hole scooped in 
the snow away from the head of the ice axe.  Climber C may also need to chop/clear a pathway in the lip so 
Climber A can be pulled over the lip (Caution: This will rain debris on Climber A). 

h) Always perform the steps above (#1 - #3) in any crevasse rescue scenario – rope team arrest, set up the 
anchors, evaluate the victim’s condition, and THEN choose the rescue system, such as a direct pull. 

4.  THIRD STEP:  
      IMPLEMENT THE PLAN 

SETTING UP Z-PULLEY 
 3:1 Mechanical Advantage   (see sketch at right) 
a) End person (Climber C) uses a leader tie-off loop to tie a prusik knot on the 

rope leading to fallen the victim (climber A) in the crevasse. The location of this 
prusik knot is several feet back from the crevasse lip. 

b) Climber C then takes the rope section leading back to the anchor and first pulley and 
attaches the second pulley, clipping it into the prusik loop from the victim’s rope 
with a locking carabiner.  There is nothing else between the two pulleys (other than 
the backup Figure-8 loop).  Climber C then self-belays back to climber B at the 
anchor, clips into the anchor with his personal anchor sling, and removes the backup 
figure-8 knot from the anchor and unties it. 
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5.  FOURTH STEP:  
      PERFORM THE RESCUE 

Climbers B & C pull hand over hand on the climbing rope until the 
two pulleys are no closer than about one foot apart, or until the 
victim is out of the crevasse.  While hauling, mid-person (climber B) 
keeps an eye on the prusik knot to ensure it doesn’t jam in the 
pulley.  Anytime the hauling is paused the load is eased back onto 
the Prusik knot by extending it away from the anchor.  This should 
be done when Climber C needs to check the victim Climber A’s 
proximity to the lip or the system needs to be re-set as the victim is 
not yet out of the crevasse.  The backup figure-eight loop knot is 
retied and clipped back in before resetting the system.  The system is 
reset by Climber C moving (resetting) the floating pulley prusik 
back toward the edge of the crevasse (while self-belaying), checks 
the status of Climber A, then returning to Climber B to resume 
hauling.  This process is repeated until the fallen Climber A is out of 
the crevasse.  
Note: In any rescue scenario, monitor the progress of the victim 
(Climber A) to avoid pulling the victim into the crevasse lip, 
causing injury. As the victim approaches the crevasse lip, 
hauling should cease (pause) so the victim can remove the rope 
from his/her chest harness if attached and negotiate crossing the 
lip safely with the assist of the rest of the rope team, if necessary.   
(There could be an overhanging lip which Climber A needs to chop 
away with the ice axe). 
Note: Climber B will assist in pulling on the rope but his/her 
primary duty is guarding the anchor and tending the prusik. 

2:1 ADVANTAGE (ALSO CALLED C-PULLEY) PULLEY SYSTEM (SINGLE PULLEY) 
“DOUBLE ROPE” SET UP 
    2:1 Mechanical  
This system is used if the fallen climber is conscious and able to help with the rescue and if additional help is on hand 
(a second rope team) to set the system up and help pull the climber out of the crevasse. 
In the description below, rope team one with the fallen Climber V is assisted by a second rope team whose members 
are identified as 1, 2 & 3. 
Rope Team one (L, M, & V) completes setting the initial and main anchors as described in steps #1-3 of the crevasse 
rescue procedure on prior pages. 
Depending on the depth of Climber V’s fall, Climber 2 on the rescue rope team may need to retie closer to Climber 3 
to allow enough rope to reach fallen Climber V. 
Set the initial and back up anchors as in Z-pulley procedure.  Have mid-person on victim’s rope (Climber M) guard 
the anchors and tend the Prusik taking up slack so the victim’s rope to the anchor is always taut.  The belayer keeps 
the rope taut to victim as he/she is being raised. 
This rescue exercise requires two rope teams.  Lower the victim into the crevasse on belay.  The victim is attached to 
initial and main anchors tended by Climber M, and also on the belay rope.  The second rope team, Rescue rope team 
(Climbers 1, 2 & 3), practices set-up and operation of  2 to 1 Pulley (C Pulley) and performs the actual rescue. 
a) Rescue rope team belays lead climber (Climber 1) to lip of crevasse.   
b) Climber 1 sets up an anchor with a vertical picket or ice axe driven in slope at a 15-20 degree angle from the 

slope, away from the direction of pull, as near the lip of the crevasse as possible.  Assume a picket is used.  Next, 
he/she girth hitches or locking carabiner a short/single sling to the anchor through a hole in the picket.  (Note: the 
sling should point directly to the victim, the accompanying diagram is not correct.)  A clove hitch is tied in his/her 
climbing rope and clipped into the short/single sling with a locking carabiner.  When tying the clove hitch, allow 
enough length to stand while tending the anchor. 

c) Climber 1 places an ice axe at the lip of crevasse and secures the ice axe to the anchor they just placed.  (Do not 
attempt to position the ice axe under the rope to the victim). 
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d) Climber 1 then places a pulley and locking carabiner on 
the bight of rope between his anchor and Climber 2.  The 
pulley, carabiner, and rope are placed over the ice axe and 
carefully lowered to fallen Climber V.  Climber 1 must 
guard the anchor at the lip from this point forward. 

e) Victim (Climber V) clips the locking carabiner attached to 
the pulley into the loop formed by the figure-8 tie-in knot 
on his/her seat harness.  The victim then clips the “up” 
rope (the portion of the rope that will be pulled) through 
his/her chest harness carabiner.  He/she signals readiness 
to be hauled out.  Maintain the hauling rope over the ice 
axe at the lip. 

f) Climbers 2, 3 and C haul the rope hand-over-hand at 
climber 1’s direction. Vs slack becomes available in the 
rope between fallen Climber V and Climber M (tending 
the Main anchor), Climber M pulls the slack through the 
Prusik (shown as a Bachman hitch in diagram). The safety 
belayer also continually removes slack in the belay line.  
As climber V nears the top of the crevasse, Climber 1 
stops climbers 2, 3 and C from pulling long enough for 
Climber V to unclip the rescue rope from the chest 
harness. Otherwise he/she would be pulled into the lip of 
the crevasse. Climber V is then carefully hauled over the 
lip. 

DIRECT PULL 
1:1 (No) Mechanical Advantage 
This procedure has no diagram.  However, set up the anchors following steps 1 thru 3 in the crevasse rescue procedure 
above.  This method can be used if the rope to the victim (Climber V) is not entrenched and can be pulled over the lip 
of the crevasse. 
1. Climbers pulling on the rope stand in back of Climber M’s anchor and pull the rope in hand-over-hand (remember 

to untie Figure-8 knot) near the anchor pulley. 
2. Climber M tends the Prusik hitch.  This is quick if there is enough people power available to do it. 
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FIELD TRIP #6 CR –CREVASSE RESCUE Ground School 
Crevasse Rescue 

Specific Instructions, Techniques and Procedures 
The focus of this field trip is on Crevasse Rescue technique.  It will use one rope team of three people for the rescue.  
Each person on the rope team will take turns performing each role in the crevasse rescue scenario several times.   
This field trip pulls together skills taught at previous field trips and adds some new experiences. Students are expected    
to show up prepared with the right equipment and know how to use it. It is important to be prepared by knowing your 
knots, how to rope up, and perform an ice axe arrest. 

FIELD TRIP #6 CR – CREVASSE RESCUE

Time: Starting Time: 8:00 am 
Duration: Five to six hours

Location: Kitsap Memorial State Park

Directions: Just a mile or so south of the Hood Canal Bridge

Prerequisites: ▪ Class: 3 and 5 
▪ Field Trips: #2 and #3

Assignments:
▪ Reading: Freedom of the Hills 

Glacier Travel and Crevasse Rescue ……… Ch 18  
▪ Study: Information contained in this section. 
  Information required for Class 3

Purpose:

▪ Practice Z-pulley crevasse rescue system 
▪ Practice single pulley and direct pull rescue systems 
▪ Practice prusiking 
▪ Practice tying-in on rope teams and Kiwi Coil 
▪ More practice with crampons

EQUIPMENT 
See Required Equipment FT 6 on the Equipment Matrix

Special Notes & Items ▪ Bring your Discover Pass for parking the Ranger will ticket. 
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TRIP #7 - Glacier Climbing and Crevasse Rescue  

FIELD TRIP #7 

Time: Starting Time: Arrive at Sedro Wooley Ranger Station by 8:00 am. 
Duration:  Two full days

Location: Mt. Baker Easton Glacier

Directions:

Prerequisites: ▪ Class: 3 and 5 
▪ Field Trips: #3, and #6 

Assignments:
▪ Review: Freedom of the Hills 
  Glacier Travel and Crevasee Rescue…….  Ch 18  
▪ Study: Information contained in this section. 
  Information required for FT #3

Purpose:

▪ Discuss hazards with travel on hard snow 
▪ Practice & demonstrate ice axe self-belay 
▪ Have ability to perform a self-arrest 
▪ Demonstrate proper safe glissading skill 
▪ Practice traveling up & down slope with crampons 
▪ Practice rope management as a rope team on a glacier  
▪ Practice rope management as ascending/descending slopes 
▪ Practice team arrests 
▪ Practice belaying team members at or near crevasses 
▪ Practice navigation skills in the field 
▪ TEST competency in Z-pulley rescue system

EQUIPMENT 
See Required Equipment in Table 2

Special Notes & Items ▪ Map: USGS map for Mt. Baker 
▪ Drivers need a National Forest Pass or Interagency Pass
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